Perhaps more than any other European country, France has evolved a set of operatic traditions and a style of performance with strong national characteristics. In part, this is the result of a policy of state support of the arts, allowing for the existence of permanent repertoire opera companies. The troupe of the Opera, for example, can trace an astonishing continuity from its creation in 1667 right through the present - which makes it, after the Dresden Staatskapelle, Europe's second oldest music group.

Another factor contributing to this strong stylistic profile is the fact that the National Conservatory of Music, founded in 1793, has traditionally recruited its teachers from among the performers in the two opera companies in Paris. In this way, singers and instrumentalists at any time had in all likelihood studied with their predecessors on the stage and in the pit.

Coaches, too, helped to pass on the tradition: Viseur, for example, after being head coach ('chef de chant') at the Opera-Comique for three decades, moved on to the Conservatory as a teacher of repertoire. In this manner he coached both the first cast of Pélles et Mélisande in 1902 and the principals of the famous recording of 1941, Irene Joachim and Jacques Jansen. Later on, Joachim and Jansen also became professors at the Conservatoire and helped form the next generation of French singers.

This style and these traditions all but disappeared in the early nineteen seventies when France joined the international opera circuit. But until then they still were very much in force, as it can be seen from these French Radio broadcasts. It must be noted that foreign opera was always performed in translation, very much in the style of French opera.

Contrary to what was usual in the rest of Europe and in the United States, French Radio at the time never broadcast from the Opera or the Opera-Comique. Rather, they preferred to produce their own studio performances. Until 1955 or thereabouts, the operas were usually performed in an abridged version, with a voice-over narrative linking the several scenes.